IDENTIFICATION OF SUBPROBLEMS IN COMPLEX DESIGN PROBLEMS: A STUDY OF FACILITY DESIGN
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ABSTRACT  
Many design problems are too difficult to solve all at once; therefore, design teams often decompose these problems into more manageable subproblems. While there has been much interest in engineering design teams, no standard method has been developed to understand how teams solve design problems. This paper describes a method for analyzing a team’s design activities and identifying the subproblems that they considered. This method uses both qualitative and quantitative techniques; in particular, it uses association rule learning to group variables into subproblems. We used the method on data from ten teams who redesigned a manufacturing facility. This approach provides researchers with a clear structure for using observational data to identify the problem decomposition patterns of human designers.

INTRODUCTION  
Decomposition is an important component of design processes. When solving a complex design problem, designers often make decisions in stages because the problem may be too complex to solve all at once. To enable this approach, the problem is decomposed into manageable subproblems. The specific set of subproblems used by designers to solve complex problems may affect the quality of their solutions. These decomposition strategies may be a predefined formal process set up by the organization or a set of informal activities and responsibilities determined by a team of designers. In either case, various problem decomposition strategies could be used, resulting in final solutions of varying quality. Therefore, identifying decomposition strategies used by design teams when solving complex design problems will give us the ability to compare how various strategies affect the quality of the outcome.

Identifying the decomposition strategies of design teams requires observing and analyzing their activities. However, there is no standard method to “capture” the decompositions used by teams of human designers. Designers typically do not explicitly describe the subproblems that they are solving [1]; the decomposition must be inferred based on their discussions about the variables that need to be determined during a design process. Although verbal protocol analysis is often used to describe the activities of a design team [2], there is no standard method to use a design team’s discussions to identify different decomposition patterns of multiple teams over time. Therefore, we developed such a method, which results in a set of subproblems that group together variables that the teams likely considered together, and a timeline that shows which subproblems that team was working on at each point in time.

Although it is general and can be applied to other design domains, the method presented here was developed as part
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of a study examining how teams of professional engineers redesigned a manufacturing facility to make it more efficient. Each team’s design activities were video-recorded. The first step in the method requires developing a set of codes using qualitative data analysis methods to describe and code team activities. Next, association rule learning is used to identify the subproblems that the team considered. These subproblems are mapped on timelines of each team to visualize and compare their decomposition patterns. The visualization that we develop using timelines helps to “see” the process as a design team solves a complex problem. Our method enables the development of timelines of activities at various levels of aggregation, which could be useful for many kinds of analysis of design. This will eventually enable researchers to study the impact of decomposition on solution quality, on the time to solve a problem, and on other important metrics relevant to design and design processes.

The following sections describe related work, discuss the experimental setting in which we developed the proposed method, present the subproblem identification method, and describe the results of using the method on the data we collected.

RELATED WORK

The following subsections describe related work in methods for observing and analyzing design processes, then in understanding how designers decompose problems.

Methods for Observing Design Processes

The attempt to understand cognitive decision-making processes has a long history in research from fields such as artificial intelligence [3]. In order to understand the cognitive decision-making pattern of designers or design teams, researchers have paid attention to the verbal and nonverbal gestures during the design process. The most common method to capture the content of the design team discussions is audio and/or video recordings [4–6]. Collecting relevant notes and sketches used by the design team also helps understand the design thought process [7].

Methods for Analyzing Design Processes

Data from observing design processes are typically unstructured. This is a common issue with process data, which “are messy and making sense of them can be a challenge” [8]. Verbal protocol analysis has been a commonly used method among design researchers to investigate observational data of design teams. Design researchers have transcribed team and individual discussions and developed coding schemes to analyze these transcribed data [4–7, 9, 10]. Coding schemes have focused on issues such as “problem domains” and “search strategies” [6], which “sub goals” are pursued by teams [7] or “communicative acts” and “solution idea” pursued by the designers [4]. While these issues are related to decomposition, they do not identify the specific subproblems, or groupings of variables considered together, used by the team as they come up with the design solution. The identification of specific subgoals, in particular, is related to sub-problems. There is a concern that in defining subproblems researchers develop various subcategories or sub goals and then analyze the data based on these predefined categories [2]. We attempt to build on these existing methods and to address this concern, by investigating a method that would help us generate sets of subproblems unique to individual design teams from the data of team discussions.

Understanding Decomposition in Design

The design literature has focused on many aspects of how teams or individual designers solve a problem. Differences between solution strategies of novices and experienced designers [6, 7, 11–13]; differences in thinking approach between design teams [14, 15]; design decision making process in software design [16]; effect of time spent on analyzing a problem vs. time spent on problem solution [4, 17]; learning progression in the design thinking process [18] are some of the main areas covered in the literature pertaining to teams of designers.

More specifically, the decomposition of complex problems has been widely studied in management science and design literature [19–21], resulting in recommendations about the best types and features of decompositions. Much of this work focuses on formal or “designed” decompositions. We focus on teams that are given no formal decomposition, nor asked to create one, in order to understand how teams intuitively decompose problems. Complex design problems are ill-structured, and therefore teams will not typically have a structured approach to solving them [22, 23]. But to the best of our knowledge no previous studies considered whether teams of designers informally develop different types of subproblems over time, resulting in different decomposition patterns for a given design problem.

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND DATA COLLECTION

Our method was developed to identify the design problem decomposition pattern of a design team. We describe here the experimental setting because our method is illustrated using these data. The results of the larger study are published elsewhere [24].

We observed 10 teams consisting of a total of 45 industrial engineers and manufacturing managers redesigning a factory as part of several two-day lean facility design courses. Each team redesigned a fictional factory that makes multiple prod-
ucts and has a traditional functional layout. The exercise took approximately four hours. Each team was given a scenario that specified (a) information about the existing factory and products; (b) constraints, such as areas that cannot be changed; (c) goals for the redesigned factory, such as making space available for other activities; and (d) criteria for evaluating the redesigned factory, including productivity and material handling effort. Teams presented their final designs to each other for discussion and feedback. The activities and discussions of the teams were video recorded as they completed the exercise.

The manufacturing process required building frames, painting them, building various components (five modules of unspecified nature, a drive train, and a control box), and mounting these various components onto the main frame to assemble the final product (a machine). The facility makes small, medium, and large machines that follow the same sequence of operations but use modules of different sizes. Additional functional areas included a machine shop, incoming and outgoing quality control, storage, crating and packaging, and shipping and receiving. In addition to areas for each of these functions, the redesigned facility required an R&D area for developing new products, an area for refurbishing used machines, offices, and a fitness center. Many of these areas were treated as “black boxes,” but the assembly operations (building and assembling modules) required determining the detailed layout of these operations.

Field observation with video-recording was our primary data collection method [25, 26]. For each exercise, the complete design activity of each team and their final presentations were video-recorded for the team of researchers to view later. After the first exercise, the teams carried out activities in separate rooms to increase the quality of the captured audio. The video cameras were pointed down at the layouts from overhead, so the video captured what participants drew on the layouts, when they moved areas around, and any other activities carried out on the layouts. We also photographed the final layouts of each team and collected all relevant documents. In order to carry out our analysis method, we found that it was critical that the audio was captured well enough to distinguish the details of the teams’ discussions. We found that pointing the camera at the layout was also useful because it enabled us to understand the meaning of statements like “What if we move this here?”.

This type of time-limited design exercise is a common way for researchers to study the process of design [2]. Therefore, we believe our method will be useful to others who have similar data. We chose a field experiment because it represents a useful compromise between a completely controlled but highly artificial laboratory experiment and a natural but time-consuming field study [27].

FIGURE 1. FLOWCHART OF THE SUBPROBLEM IDENTIFICATION METHOD.

A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING SUBPROBLEMS

Our method can be used to generate a timeline that shows which subproblems a team considered and when they considered each subproblem. We define a subproblem as a set of variables considered collectively. The method that we developed has several steps. First, we identified the “variables” that the team discussed and when they discussed them. Second, we determined how those variables were grouped into subproblems, i.e., which collections of variables were usually considered together. Then, with the subproblems identified, we plotted the subproblems on a timeline to show the team-specific decomposition pattern. Figure 1 presents a flowchart of the method. The numbers in the boxes of this figure are the steps described in the following paragraphs, which also mention examples from the setting that we studied.

Development of Variables and Coding

Developing Variables. We inductively developed a set of codes to represent the variables that the teams considered, to ensure that the codes represent what the teams did rather than a framework imposed by the researchers. While we started with a standard set of codes, they were modified extensively through the analysis process, as described in more detail below. Our method followed standard qualitative data analysis approaches [8, 28].

In Step 1, we developed an initial set of codes to label the variables that the teams considered. For example, facilities are
commonly designed using block layouts that abstract away the complexity of detailed operations, and the problem that was given to the teams included some predefined blocks like the machine shop, so one variable code was “location of machine shop.”

Next, we observed videos of a team’s discussions and identified the specific variables that the designers discussed. Based on such observations, variables were inductively developed to code the team discussions. The initial codes were refined by re-examining similarly coded data segments, editing, removing, or adding code definitions to better represent the observed behavior of the teams, and re-coding the data in an iterative and inductive process.

We created and refined a code book during these iterations; this document clearly defines each variable to indicate what types of discussion are considered evidence that the team is discussing that variable. For example, the variable “high level flow logic” should be coded when the video shows teams includes discussing whether to use assembly cells or assembly lines and the number of lines.

**Coding of Videos.** In Step 2, each team’s videos were coded using the identified variables. Four researchers coded a subset of the data to ensure good agreement across researchers, then one researcher coded the remainder of the dataset. The data were coded by examining the teams’ discussions and actions to determine which sets of variables were being considered by each team during every two-minute segment of video. For each two-minute time segment, every variable that the team explicitly discussed or determined during that time segment was coded (In the coding spreadsheet for that team, the value “x” was entered in the cells corresponding to that time segment and the coded variables).

**Identifying Subproblems**

In Step 3, we identified each team’s subproblems, which are collections of variables considered together. We used association rules to identify groups of variables that were usually considered at the same time, which suggests that they were considered together by the design team.

**Association Rule Learning.** In machine learning, association rules are utilized to discern relationships between sets of items that occur together [29]. Association rules identify relationships such as “if a customer buys bread and milk, they are also likely to buy eggs.” The technique is typically used on very large datasets, but it can be used on smaller datasets as well. We utilized association rule learning on the coded timelines, in order to identify variables that are frequently coded together (in our case, the directionality of the rules was not relevant). For example, in a team, if the three variables “staffing in area,” “operations sequencing and balancing,” and “location of areas” were coded together (i.e., in the same two-minute time segment) frequently within the team’s coding matrix, then it is likely that these three variables constitute one subproblem. The algorithm in package “arules” in R [30] was used for obtaining frequently coded item sets.

Three measures are typically used when identifying association rules: the support, confidence and lift. The support is the proportion of time segments in which a variable (such as a) is coded for a given team (Supp(a)), out of all the time segments in the dataset. The confidence is the proportion of time segments in which if variable a was coded, then b was also coded (see equation 1).

\[
Conf(a \Rightarrow b) = \frac{\text{Supp}(a \cup b)}{\text{Supp}(a)}
\]  

(1) The lift is the proportion of the observed support of a and b coded together to that expected if a and b were independent (see equation 2).

\[
Lift(a \Rightarrow b) = \frac{\text{Supp}(a \cup b)}{\text{Supp}(a) \cdot \text{Supp}(b)}
\]  

(2) These measures indicate the “reliability” of the rule, in that higher measures typically mean it is more likely that the variables are associated. The algorithms used to identify rules within datasets typically require setting cutoffs for these measures. We selected low cutoffs because our dataset was small. Association rules may produce permutations of the same set of variables as different rules (e.g., \(a \Rightarrow b\) and \(b \Rightarrow a\) will be generated as two separate rules). However, in our context, we are interested only in whether \(a\) and \(b\) typically occur together, i.e., that \(\{a, b\}\) form a single subproblem. Therefore, we combined such permutations in order to derive a final set of subproblems for each team.

**Subproblems from Association Rules.** In Step 4, we examined these subproblems and identified those that overlapped (shared one or more variables). For instance, the association rules would sometimes not only group two variables with one rule but also group the same two variables and a third one with another rule. In such cases (and other similar ones), we removed the subproblems with fewer variables and kept the ones with more variables or combined two smaller subproblems into one larger one. For example, we combined the subproblems staffing in area, location of areas, high level flow logic and staffing in area, facility staffing, high level flow logic
because they shared many of the same variables. We also labeled each of the subproblems based on the concept or concepts that distinguished each subproblem from the others. In this example, the subproblem was labeled "staffing."

**Generating Timelines for Each Team.**

In Step 5, we created a timeline divided into two-minute segments and rows for each subproblem. In each row, the timeline indicates each and every two-minute segment in which at least two variables in that subproblem were discussed. This method of creating timelines assumes that design teams discuss subproblems without discussing every variable included in the subproblem within a two-minute time period. If we had only included segments in which teams discussed every variable, we would have shown very little design activity on the timelines. We selected this method in order to better represent the teams’ activities.

**RESULTS**

The method explained in the previous section was applied to the data from the ten teams that participated in the factory redesign study. This yielded ten sets of subproblems and ten timelines. We have included the results for two teams (named “X” and “J”) in this paper, in order to illustrate the types of results that this method can produce.

Each team’s videos were coded using these 18 variables by applying the codes to two-minute time segments. Figure 2 shows an example of the resulting coding matrix for Team X, where the leftmost column indicates the two-minute time segments. Although not shown in this figure, in the original data we also included a column titled “excerpts” that captured the key discussions between the team members that affect the variable(s) being coded.

If the team split into sub-teams, then the second team’s discussions were captured using a “y”. If teams were not explicitly deciding on a variable but mentioned it - for example, planning to work on the variable at a future time - these discussions were captured using the code “p”. This yielded 120 time segments for each team (four hours of video and 30 segments per hour). Thus, across all 10 teams, we collected 1200 time segments to analyze.

We considered an association rule significant if it had a minimum support of 1% and a confidence of 50%. A support of 1% means that each of three variables would need to be coded at least 0.01 times out of the total number of time segments of a given team. A confidence of 50% means that to consider the association rule \( a \Rightarrow b \), both the variables have to be coded at least 50% of the total number of instances of which \( a \) was coded. A support level as low as 1% was chosen because the number of coded time segments in our data set was relatively small, and a higher support level would have overlooked some important subproblems.

Table 1 and Table 2 show that teams X and J discussed different subproblems. It is clear that the subproblem “High Level Logic” is the same for both teams, but all the other subproblems have different variables being discussed in each of the teams. Further, "inventory" appears as a separate subproblem in Team X, but it does not appear in any form (either as a variable in one of the other subproblems or as an independent
TABLE 1. SETS OF SUBPROBLEMS FOR TEAM X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subproblem</th>
<th>Variable Codes in Subproblem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Level Logic</td>
<td>High level flow logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial flow pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allocation of large regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Assignment of operations to areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assignment of products to areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial flow pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing</td>
<td>Staffing in area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility staffing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shape of area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office layout details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>Inventory/batch sizes/storage/WIP/buffers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assignment of space for inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatial flow pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Layout</td>
<td>Office layout details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High level flow logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEAM X

High Level Logic
Operations
Staffing
Inventory
Office Layout

FIGURE 3. ORIGINAL TIMELINES OF TEAMS X AND J.

One of the issues with the original timelines was that specific variables such as “staffing in area” or “location for inventory” were captured only when they were discussed along with other variables in the subproblem. However, there were instances when these variables were discussed independently when solving the design problem. In order to capture this, we incorporated specific variables relevant to “staffing”, “inventory”, “internal layout”, “operations” and “high level logic” into the relevant subproblems if they were discussed independently for more than 2 minutes. Furthermore, because the variable Location of Areas was discussed frequently by both teams we capture “location of areas” as a single variable in the timelines. The timelines were updated to incorporate these considerations as seen in Figure 4.

The updated timelines show that the two teams have very different decomposition patterns. Team J spent a large amount of time discussing the staffing and high level logic subproblems but discussed the other subproblems much less. Although Team X also spent a significant amount of time on the staffing and high level logic subproblems, they also spent time discussing the assignment of operations (which also covers the variable internal layout) and inventory-related subproblems. In general, these decomposition patterns suggest that Team J tended to work more sequentially on the different subproblems while Team X tended to work on subproblems in parallel.

Because this paper focuses on the method of developing team-specific subproblems based on variables that the team discussed and identifying the decomposition patterns across different design teams, we have only shown two teams’ results in this paper to illustrate the type of findings that result from our method. Additional results from this research will be published in a later version of this paper.
This paper presented a method to code team discussions based on the variables being discussed by the design team. We identified the subproblems, collections of variables that are frequently discussed together, in order to observe the distinct decomposition patterns of the design teams.

Wallace and Hales [31] stressed that "a hybrid of quantitative and qualitative approaches need to be developed for the analysis of empirical field data" - but such a hybrid is not commonly seen in research on decomposition of complex problems by design teams. The method that we developed is an early step in this direction and is consistent with methods used thus far by researchers in the design community, such as observing videos of design teams and development of a coding scheme to code the observed data. However, the proposed method also introduces quantitative methods, such as association rule learning, to develop the subproblems from the coded data. This method is an early step in this direction, and would benefit from further refinement, as discussed below.

Our method identifies team-specific subproblems which are important in understanding the different decomposition patterns, since as we have shown, subproblems may differ across teams even when solving the same design problem. This is not surprising, since design problems are ill-structured and can have multiple solutions [23]. We then constructed timelines that allow one to visualize and compare the decomposition patterns across multiple teams. This comparison is a useful strategy for making sense of the messy observational data because it showcases "precedence, parallel processes, and the passage of time" [8].

Although developed within the context of a study of facility design problems, the method can be applied to other design settings in which observations of designers are collected. A different design setting would certainly have different variables, but the qualitative and quantitative techniques in our method can be used to identify and visualize the relevant variables and subproblems. Once subproblem timelines are created for each team, one can further analyze the decomposition patterns across teams and link them to other metrics such as the quality of the design solutions. This paper provides researchers with a preliminary quantitative and qualitative method for using observational data to identify problem decomposition patterns of human designers.

This study reaffirms that ill-structured problems do not have a uniform decomposition pattern. However, some patterns can still be identified. As observed in teams X and J, some teams will tend to have a more sequential subproblem solving strategy compared to others that try to solve multiple subproblems in parallel. Using the method described in this paper, we hope that researchers will be able to build upon these initial insights to further explore design team decomposition strategies. In practice, a better understanding of the influence of decomposition strategies can help design organizations better advise design teams and suggest the most effective design strategy.

This research is part of a larger effort that is seeking to understand how humans decompose complex system design problems, discover the relationships between decomposition and solution quality, and develop useful models for evaluating the performance of decompositions [1, 32–34].

**Application**

The method described in this paper is an early step towards better ways to understand design processes based on observations of designers, and it would benefit from further refinement. We wish to highlight some important points about applying the method presented here to other design domains. The variables and subproblems in each domain will be quite different from those mentioned in the examples of the paper. Judgment is required in deciding whether and how to combine the association rules into subproblems when they overlap significantly. Further experimentation with the method should provide more insight on this issue. The thresholds for the confidence and support of the association rules need to be adjusted to find the most useful rules (thresholds that are too low will yield "too many" subproblems, but thresholds that are too high will yield "too few" subproblems). Finally, although our ongoing work is concerned with the correlation between decomposition strategy and solution quality, there are many other demographic factors and team characteristics that can influence team performance.
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